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BABEL - The Weird Word 
Game (BAB:137) 
Manufacturer: MACBOOTH 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Create phrases from 
randomly-dealt letters/numbers. 
Other players must guess meaning 
of phrase. Points scored according to 
number of letters in phrase. Player 
with most points at end of game is 
the winner. 
Price: $19.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Azul (AAA:159) 
Manufacturer: Plan B Games / Next 
Move Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Players compete 
decorating the walls of the palace 
by drafting a variety of tiles, the best 
artisan will maximize the score while 
not wasting supplies. 
Price: $39.99 
Where to order: Local Game Store   

Ancestree (ANC:126) 
Manufacturer: Calliope Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Ancestree is a tile 
drafting game. Over three rounds, 
players choose Ancestor tiles, build 
tableaus, and cultivate their lineage, 
scoring points for generations, 
wealth, and marriages. 
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: calliopegames.com/
read/91/ancestree   

Black Hat (BLA:119) 
Manufacturer: Golden Bell Studios 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: In the world of network 
security, a “black hat” is a hacker who 
defeats computer systems for personal 
gain. These rogue data jockeys pit 
themselves against the most secure 
systems in the world for the thrill of it 
(and maybe to make a little money). 
However, the most skilled hackers know 
it’s not about getting there first; it’s 
about ghosting in and out of the system 
without leaving a trace. Black Hat is a 
hacker-themed, climbing trick-taking 
board game for 2-6 players.  
Price: $44.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Biome Builder (BIO:101) 
Manufacturer: Killer Snails, LLC 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: In BIOME BUILDER, 
discover plants and animals that live 
in the Amazon Rainforest, American 
Prairie, Sahara Desert, and Pacific 
Ocean. This fast-paced game explores 
habitats by creating food chains, but 
BEWARE! Action cards can upset the 
balance of these ecosystems. Race 
to build the richest food chains and 
ensure the survival of your biomes! 
Price: $15.00 
Where to order: killersnails.com/
order-game/biome-builder   

BEEEEES! (BEE:133) 
Manufacturer: Indie Boards and 
Cards 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: BEEEEES! is a buzzing 
real-time dice rolling game for 2-4 
players where brains matter as much 
as speed. Players frantically roll dice 
to claim hive tiles. 
Price: $24.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   
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Candygrams: The Colorful 
Crossword Game (CAN:156) 
Manufacturer: Candygrams LLC 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Players start with 25 
letter tiles. In each following round,  
every player connects one new word 
to their own crossword, matching the 
color combo rolled. Match the color 
combo by using any combination of 
both colors rolled — and only those 
colors — to form your entire new 
word. The game continues in rounds 
until the first player to use all their 
letters in their crossword is the winner.  
Price: $25.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Cahoots! (CAH:157) 
Manufacturer: Gamewright 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: The Cooperative Hint 
and Sync Game. In this colorful card 
game, cooperation is key! Play cards 
to one of four piles by matching color 
or number. Work together as a team 
to complete a series of goals - without 
communicating what’s in your hand. 
Can you make all piles purple or 
green? Every card lower than four? All 
cards add up to 10? There’s only one 
way to win before time runs out: play 
in cahoots!  
Price: $15.00 
Where to order: Local Game Store   

Blaze (BAA:114) 
Manufacturer: Rachel Rubin-Blaze 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: BLAZE is a RACE to BLAZE 
through the MAZE with color, aura and 
grace. It is a fast fun game to BLAZE-
A-Way to the other side. A game of 
memory, luck and strategy. Have fun 
blazing a way but be careful, do not fall 
into the black hole. And it can all turn 
around with the color twist and magic 
wheel! To win you have to be the FIRST 
to BLAZE a path (or jump onto someone 
else’s path) to reach your end point.  
Price: $16.00 
Where to order: rubin8.wixsite.com/
rachelrubin/buy-blaze   

CHARMS: A Game of Insight 
(CHA:865) 
Manufacturer: Studio 9 Inc. 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: A creative problem-
solving party game. Each player 
takes a turn as the Quester by asking 
questions from the quest cards. Other 
players find their inner sage and try 
to write the wisest answer based on 
the Quester’s roll of the charms, their 
meanings and where they land on the 
board.  
Price: $39.95 
Where to Order: Amazon.com

Castle Attack Chess 
(CAS:164) 
Manufacturer: Rich V Creations, Inc. 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2 
Description: Castle Attack Chess 
is more like a medieval war. Attack 
your opponent’s army from three 
directions with more and new 
warriors, warrior weapons, and board 
weapons. Action cards allow special 
moves for surprise attacks. Use the 4 
triangular spaces to change direction 
and make longer moves. 
Price: $44.00 
Where to order: Local Game Store   

Capital City (CAP:128) 
Manufacturer: Calliope Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Capital City is a 
quick card game. Players hire new 
characters to run their businesses. 
Picking the right people can earn 
bonus points, but may reward others! 
The most prosperous player wins! 
Price: $20.00 
Where to order: calliopegames.com/
read/92/capital-city   
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Circle The Wagons (CIR:145) 
Manufacturer: Button Shy Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2 
Description: Build the best trail in the 
West! Blaze a trail by draftin’ cards 
‘round the circle and placin’ ‘em in yer 
town,  connectin’ matchin’ territories 
to score prosperity points! Don’t forget 
about them three bonus cards in the 
center of the circle that can score ya 
even more points. With darn near 5,000 
unique ways to score and millions of 
draftin’ and placin’ combos, you’ll never 
build the same town twice! 
Price: $12.00 
Where to order: buttonshygames.com/
products/circle-the-wagons   

Chickapig (CHI:158) 
Manufacturer: Buffalo Games, Inc.  
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Abstract strategy game 
played on a 196 square game board 
arranged in a 14x14 grid. Strategically 
navigate your six Chickapigs across 
the board and through your goal 
before your opponents. 
Price: $34.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Check the Fridge! (CHE:154) 
Manufacturer: Melon Rind 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: An addition game in 
which a good poker face and math 
skills will take you far. The object is to 
collect matching food cards that add 
to exactly 25. Non-stop bluffing and 
strategy keeps players on their toes. 
Price: $13.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

CrossBlitz (CRO:166) 
Manufacturer: Ferry Village Games 
Age: 16+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: A Category Card listing 
two diverse categories is turned over 
for ALL players to use. Bonus cards may 
be put into effect for the current round 
at this time. Timer is set for 3 minutes 
and players arrange answers to one or 
both categories onto their individual 
crossword-type game sheets.  
Price: $39.99 
Where to order: ferryvillagegames.com   

Constellations: The Game of 
Stargazing and the Night 
Sky (CON:111) 
Manufacturer: Xtronaut Enterprises 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Card-based 
puzzle game where players are 
stargazers learning about stars and 
constellations and competing to 
piece together the night sky. 
Price: $25.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Clustered (CLU:142) 
Manufacturer: Sculpin Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Players move according 
to the symbols on the cards in their 
hands. The symbols vary by shape, 
fill type, and number. Challenge 
your pattern recognition skills by 
playing cards that share attributes in 
common with neighboring cards on 
the board. Carefully choose where to 
play in order to either score points 
for yourself or block your opponents 
from doing so. Simply score more 
points than the other players to win. 
Price: $14.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   
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Get the MacGuffin (GET:149) 
Manufacturer: Looney Labs 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: A quick elimination 
game where players must make 
clever use of a limited hand of cards. 
A calculated risk might gain you the 
MacGuffin, but can you keep it? 
Price: $10.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Game Night in a Can 
(GAN:115) 
Manufacturer: Game Night in a Can 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Game Night in a Can is 
a party game made up of 30 Creative 
Challenges and Games of Skill. 
Price: $24.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Ex Libris (EXB:116) 
Manufacturer: Renegade Game 
Studio 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Become the Grand 
Librarian by sending your assistants 
to town to acquire rare books. 
Alphabetize these tomes in your 
library before the inspector arrives! 
Price: $60.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Einstein: His Amazing Life & 
Incomparable Science 
(EIT:155) 
Manufacturer: Artana 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Each Einstein places 
scientific idea tiles; physics, 
mathematics, chemistry & philosophy 
onto an emergent common board to 
complete Einstein’s theories. 
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

dittoit! (DIT:165) 
Manufacturer: Hayward Creations 
Inc. 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Dittoit! is a game of 
phrases written in dittoit! style. 
Players must identify the real phrases 
(“rodent relay” is “rat race”). The 
player/team that gets rid of all its 
cards first wins. 
Price: $14.99 
Where to order: autruche.ca   

Dicey Peaks (DIC:131) 
Manufacturer: Calliope Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: In Dicey Peaks you are 
climbing Yeti Mountain. The terrain 
is treacherous, the snow is blinding, 
and there are yetis lying in wait. Roll 
your dice, press your luck and be the 
first to the summit! 
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: calliopegames.com/
read/93/dicey-peaks   
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Janken Deck (JAN:163) 
Manufacturer: Janken Deck 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Rock-Paper-Scissors 
meets playing cards for a wide variety 
of new games. 
Price: $15.00 
Where to order: jankendeck.com   

ILLIMAT (ILL:106) 
Manufacturer: Twogether Studios 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Illimat has the style 
and flavor of a classic card game 
with a dynamic twist. As you play, 
you combine cards and collect them, 
trying to gather more than your 
opponents. But hidden luminaries 
and changing seasons can alter 
your plans. Beautifully illustrated by 
Carson Ellis and designed by award 
winning game designer Keith Baker 
with heirloom quality materials.  
Price: $40.00 
Where to order: illimat.com   

I Can’t Even with these 
Monsters (ICA:136) 
Manufacturer: Level 99 Games LLC 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: I Can’t Even is a series 
of card games that all share one 
rule: The player with the highest odd 
score wins! Play different Monsters to 
build and collect sets. But watch out, 
opponents will try to sabotage you 
and interfere with your plans. Every 
game is filled with tough decisions 
that require you to anticipate other 
players’ strategies and adapt.  
Price: $24.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Hintegers (HIN:152) 
Manufacturer: Zafty Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 6–8 
Description: An exciting and 
thought-provoking party game 
where players are trying to match 
the number card that the Hint Giver 
played with nothing but a one-word 
hint, and their deduction skills! Over-
analyzing your friends has never been 
as much fun as in this party game for 
5-10 players. 
Price: $14.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Glory Gears (GLY:143) 
Manufacturer: Mind Melt Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 6–8 
Description: Glory Gears is a racing 
strategy cycling game. Players race 
their rider or team of riders around 
a track while forming friendships 
and alliances yet breaking them as 
the race nears the finish line. Glory 
Gears features over 5 different races, 
and over 40 combinations of play 
styles and rule options, making it 
customizable for all types of interests 
and styles of play. 
Price: $50.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Glory (Glo:272) 
Manufacturer: Slightly Twisted 
Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Combat fearsome 
monsters, frightening undead, and 
much more to earn glory. Devote 
creatures to build your army. Cast 
powerful spells to increase your 
might and sorcery, or to cripple your 
opponents. 
Price: $34.99 
Where to order: thegamecrafter.com/ 
games/glory-2.0   
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Mind Your Numbers 
(MIY:150) 
Manufacturer: Kitki 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2 
Description: Using numbers 0-9 and 
arithmetic symbols, players compete 
for higher results over 9 rounds. Plus 
bonus points for matching results 
with hidden mystery numbers. 
Price: $18.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Mighty Pig Tug (MIG:167) 
Manufacturer: RoosterFin 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Mighty Pig Tug is the 
wild game of pig tug-of-war. Players 
must build the best three-pig team, 
but watch out, pigs can be pulled into 
and out of the mud. 
Price: $27.99 
Where to order: roosterfin.com/
collections/educational-games/
products/mighty-pig-tug   

Menu Masters (MEN:129) 
Manufacturer: Calliope Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: In Menu Masters you 
are a world-class chef. Send out 
your assistants to buy the freshest 
ingredients or earn money! The chef 
who completes the greatest menus 
will become the Menu Master! 
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: calliopegames.com/
read/86/menu-masters   

Marble Matrix (MAR:113) 
Manufacturer: SimplyFun  
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Study the matrix grid 
and then make your move. Slide a 
group of marbles across the grid so 
that two or more matching marbles 
line up and then collect the matching 
set(s). At the end of the game, players 
score one point for each set of three 
matching marbles in their storage 
tray. The player with the most points 
wins. No two games will be the same.  
Price: $40.00 
Where to order: simplyfun.com   

Magic Maze (MAG:160) 
Manufacturer: Dude Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: A real-time cooperative 
game in which players work together 
to move a group of down-on-their-
luck adventurers through a medieval 
shopping mall, so they can steal what 
they need and escape before time 
runs out. And no talking! 
Price: $32.99 
Where to order: Local Game Store   

Kokoro: Avenue of the 
Kodama (KOK:135) 
Manufacturer: Indie Boards and 
Cards 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 6–8 
Description: Each player has a forest 
map to draw their paths and turns 
are simultaneous so the game plays 
quickly. Connect your sanctuaries to 
offerings to gain you favor. 
Price: $19.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   
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Pie Town (PIE:124) 
Manufacturer: Renegade Game 
Studio 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Welcome to Pie Town, 
a community built on apples and 
butter. Business here is no cake walk, 
so manage your operation well and 
keep your secret recipe secret. 
Price: $45.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Photosynthesis (PHO:151) 
Manufacturer: Blue Orange Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Shape the ever-
changing forest as you cultivate your 
seeds and your strategy. Take your 
trees through their life cycles and 
earn points as they collect energy 
from the rotating sun’s rays. 
Price: $39.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Pentaquark (PEN:146) 
Manufacturer: Button Shy Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 1 
Description: In Pentaquark, you 
are trying to give science a helping 
hand by collecting the 5 quarks that 
form this particle at the detector of a 
massive particle collider. Move cards 
you need to the detector, discard 
others so they may come back as 
anti-quarks, and try to imize the 
number of quarks scattered and lost. 
Price: $12.00 
Where to order: buttonshygames.
com/products/pentaquark   

PeltaPeeps (PEL:110) 
Manufacturer: Pelta Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: A STEM game, 
PeltaPeeps combines making & 
breaking connections with shifting 
strategy to go eye-to-eye with other 
players. 
Price: $190.00 
Where to order: peltagames.com/
product-category/games/   

Owl Solve That! (OWL:103) 
Manufacturer: SimplyFun  
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Team up with the 
detectives from the Owl Solve That! 
Agency to find the answers. Players 
earn one point for each number 
card they use. Utilizing addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, and 
division, players create equations 
that match a solution card in their 
hand. To win, be the first player to 
reach 25 points on your score card.  
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: simplyfun.com   

OK Play (OKP:108) 
Manufacturer: Big Potato Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: An abstract tile game 
where up to four of you are trying to 
get five in a row of your own color 
tile. Once all tiles have been used you 
then can move one of your pieces to 
any other legal space. 
Price: $14.99 
Where to order: Target   
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Robots on the Line (ROT:134) 
Manufacturer: Golden Bell Studios 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: In Robots on the Line, 
players take turns pulling robot 
parts (heads, bases, arms, hands, 
batteries, antennas and magnets) 
from two conveyor belts. As players 
collect parts, they’ll build robots 
throughout the game. Once they’ve 
met requirements, they can sell the 
robots and earn money. The game 
ends when all tiles are off the line or 
when a player builds 3 robots. The 
player with the most money wins!  
Price: $49.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

RIVAL 5: The Number 
Strategy Game (RIV:105) 
Manufacturer: Rival 5 Game LLC 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: A STEM-rich number 
strategy board game of skill and 
chance. Players take turns computing 
with 12-sided dice to find a number 
that will help them get 5 chips in a 
row while blocking their opponents. 
Price: $39.99 
Where to order: rival5game.com   

Rewordable (RER:112) 
Manufacturer: Rewordable 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Rewordable is the 
uniquely fragmented word game, 
designed for optimal word crafting. 
Make words, steal words, earn 
rewards. Build the largest lexicon to 
win! 
Price: $15.99 
Where to order: Barnes and Noble   

Raiders of the North Sea 
(RAI:100) 
Manufacturer: Renegade Game 
Studio 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Set sail as a Viking 
warrior! Assemble a crew, journey 
north to plunder treasure, and accept 
your fate with the Valkyries! It’s 
raiding season! 
Price: $50.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Proof! (PRO:148) 
Manufacturer: The Master Theorem 
Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Work that mental math 
magic as you race to find creative 
equations hidden among nine 
number cards. Keep what you find 
and collect the most cards to win! 
Price: $14.99 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Pretending to Grownup 
(PRE:139) 
Manufacturer: Golden Bell Studios 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Are you technically 
a grownup but don’t feel like it? 
Pretending to Grownup is a casual 
card game with 100 unique cards 
featuring common grownup 
situations. You can face these 
problems or use the power of your 
imagination to bend the rules. 
Whoever earns the most “grownup 
points” takes home the best at 
adulting trophy!  
Price: $29.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   
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STORY CRAZE (STO:144) 
Manufacturer: StoryClub Games, LLC  
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2 
Description: STORY CRAZE is the new 
storytelling and creative writing game 
for kids 6+! It’s hilarious, educational 
and different every time you play! 
Price: $24.95 
Where to order: storycraze.com   

Splurt! (SPL:153) 
Manufacturer: PDG Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Players compete to be 
first to answer 2 part questions. Part 
1 is a category and part 2 involves a 
letter. It works for 2 or more players 
(even works as a party game). And 
takes a variable amount of time. 
Price: $15.99 
Where to order: thegamecrafter.com/
games/splurt-   

ShutterBug (SHU:127) 
Manufacturer: Calliope Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: ShutterBug is a game 
of set collection and exploration. 
Cryptids roam America. You must 
crisscross the country, follow tips, 
and take the creature pictures that 
the tabloids want to buy. 
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: calliopegames.com/
read/94/shutterbug   

Sentient (SEN:125) 
Manufacturer: Renegade Game 
Studio 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: The robotic revolution 
is here. Building them was 
easy, optimizing their settings 
is the challenge. Master these 
interconnected systems for profit and 
fame! 
Price: $55.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Seikatsu (SEI:162) 
Manufacturer: IDW Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Seikatsu, a word that 
means “life” in Japanese. Players 
plant a shared garden between each 
of their pagodas, and compete to 
have the most breathtaking view 
of the finished garden. Take turns 
drawing and playing garden tiles 
that feature both a bird and a flower 
to create flocks of birds and rows of 
flowers, as seen from your pagoda. 
Who has the best view of the garden? 
It’s all a matter of perspective! 
Price: $39.99 
Where to order: Local Game Store   

Rocket Lander (ROC:109) 
Manufacturer: Griddly Games, Inc.
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Rocket Lander is a dice 
component game with an out of this 
world theme. Challenges players 
to strategically plot a graph on a 3 
dimensional axis. Use best strategy to 
land the ship. 
Price: $26.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   
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Unearth (UNE:102) 
Manufacturer: Brotherwise Games, LLC 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Unearth is a bend-your-
luck game of dice placement and 
set collection. Each player leads a 
tribe of Delvers, represented by five 
dice. Players take turns rolling and 
placing dice in an attempt to claim 
Ruins. High rolls help players claim 
Ruins, while low rolls help players 
collect Stones. This opens two paths 
to victory: claig sets of Ruins or using 
Stones to build Wonders.  
Price: $34.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Truck Off: The Food Truck 
Frenzy (TRU:117) 
Manufacturer: Adam’s Apple Games, 
LLC 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Send your food trucks 
to find hungry customers and 
become crowned the Food Truck 
Titan!  
Price: $25.00 
Where to order: Amazon.com

TooT! (TOO:118) 
Manufacturer: Missing Piece Press 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: A TooT! is a playable 
card or group of cards. But, the 
logic and definition of a TooT allow 
for SOME TooTs to combine into a 
SINGLE larger TooT! 
Price: $9.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

The Palace of Mad King 
Ludwig (THE:123) 
Manufacturer: Bezier Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: In The Palace of Mad 
King Ludwig, arrange different room 
types in a gigantic palace before 
the moat completes. Whoever 
contributes the most to the palace 
wins! 
Price: $59.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Stroop (STR:104) 
Manufacturer: Grand Gamers Guild 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Stroop is a real-time 
observation game based on the 
psychological Stroop Effect. The cards 
in Stroop each display a single word. 
The words are printed in several 
colors, sizes, and styles, and they 
have different numbers of letters. The 
challenge is to read one word and 
quickly match it with the description 
of another word — without regard to 
what the second word says. 
Price: $20.00 
Where to order: grandgamersguild.com   

Strawberry Ninja (STW:140) 
Manufacturer: Golden Bell Studios 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: Strawberry Ninja is a 
beautifully illustrated single player 
or cooperative tabletop card game 
for children and adults alike. Can 
you help a brave kitten catch the 
ninja hiding in the garden? This card 
game uses the movement of hidden, 
facedown cards to deliver a dynamic 
gameplay experience for 1 or 2 
players. Move your cards to fill the 
spaces, reveal your cards, track the 
ninja, and pounce! 
Price: $19.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   
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Wordoku - Fun Spelled Out 
(WOO:130) 
Manufacturer: Calliope Games 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Wordoku is a 
crossword–Sudoku word game. 
Players make 2 - 4 letter words in a 
4x4 crossword grid using tiles printed 
with letters & symbols. Balance the 
symbols and boost your letters score! 
Price: $30.00 
Where to order: calliopegames.com/
read/88/wordoku-fun-spelled-out   

Whistle Stop (WHI:121) 
Manufacturer: Bezier Games 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 2–4 
Description: In Whistle Stop, you 
optimize your actions delivering 
goods to gain shares in railroads, or 
hold on to them for a bigger payout 
when they reach the West Coast. 
Price: $59.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Whew! (WAA:120) 
Manufacturer: Missing Piece Press 
Age: 13+ 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Words, wits, whims & 
woes! It’s the word-writing, sound-
matching, pencil-passing party game.  
Price: $19.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com   

Venture Party (VEN:141) 
Manufacturer: Golden Bell Studios 
Age: All Ages 
Optimal no. of players: 4–6 
Description: Venture Party is a fun 
and simple hand management game. 
Fantasy themes and RPG tropes are 
turned on their heads in this game 
full of clumsy and unfortunately ill-
fated heroes. Every turn you build 
up your party of unfortunate heroes 
only to sacrifice them for the good 
of the team. Your job, as leader of 
your Venture Party is to decide which 
character is putting their life on the 
line for the team. 
Price: $29.95 
Where to order: Amazon.com



INDEX: 
Games by Age

13+ BABEL - The Weird Word Game (BAB:137)
13+ BEEEEES! (BEE:133)
13+ Candygrams: The Colorful Crossword  

 Game (CAN:156)
13+ Castle Attack Chess (CAS:164)
13+ CHARMS: A Game of Insight (CHA:865)
13+ dittoit! (DIT:165)
13+ Einstein: His Amazing Life & Incomparable
  Science (EIT:155)
13+ Ex Libris (EXB:116)
13+ Glory (Glo:272)
13+ Glory Gears (GLY:143)
13+ Hintegers (HIN:152)
13+ ILLIMAT (ILL:106)
13+ Kokoro: Avenue of the Kodama (KOK:135)
13+ Magic Maze (MAG:160)
13+ Mighty Pig Tug (MIG:167)
13+ Owl Solve That! (OWL:103)
13+ Pie Town (PIE:124)
13+ Pretending to Grownup (PRE:139)
13+ Proof! (PRO:148)
13+ Raiders of the North Sea (RAI:100)
13+ Robots on The Line (ROT:134)
13+ Rocket Lander (ROC:109)
13+ Sentient (SEN:125)
13+ The Palace of Mad King Ludwig (THE:123)
13+ TooT! (TOO:118)
13+ Truck Off: The Food Truck Frenzy (TRU:117)
13+ Unearth (UNE:102)
13+ Whew! (WAA:120)
13+ Whistle Stop (WHI:121)
16+ CrossBlitz (CRO:166)
All Ages Ancestree (ANC:126)
All Ages Azul (AAA:159)

All Ages Biome Builder (BIO:101)
All Ages Black Hat (BLA:119)
All Ages Blaze (BAA:114)
All Ages Cahoots! (CAH:157)
All Ages Capital City (CAP:128)
All Ages Check the Fridge! (CHE:154)
All Ages Chickapig (CHI:158)
All Ages Circle The Wagons (CIR:145)
All Ages Clustered (CLU:142)
All Ages Constellations: The Game of Stargazing and   

 the Night Sky (CON:111)
All Ages Dicey Peaks (DIC:131)
All Ages Game Night in a Can (GAN:115)
All Ages Get the MacGuffin (GET:149)
All Ages I Can’t Even with these Monsters (ICA:136)
All Ages Janken Deck (JAN:163)
All Ages Marble Matrix (MAR:113)
All Ages Menu Masters (MEN:129)
All Ages Mind Your Numbers (MIY:150)
All Ages OK Play (OKP:108)
All Ages PeltaPeeps (PEL:110)
All Ages Pentaquark (PEN:146)
All Ages Photosynthesis (PHO:151)
All Ages Rewordable (RER:112)
All Ages RIVAL 5 The Number Strategy Game   

 (RIV:105)
All Ages Seikatsu (SEI:162)
All Ages ShutterBug (SHU:127)
All Ages Splurt! (SPL:153)
All Ages STORY CRAZE (STO:144)
All Ages Strawberry Ninja (STW:140)
All Ages Stroop (STR:104)
All Ages Venture Party (VEN:141)
All Ages Wordoku - Fun Spelled Out (WOO:130)

Age Game Age Game



INDEX: 
 Games by Number  

of Players

1 Pentaquark (PEN:146)
2 Castle Attack Chess (CAS:164)
2 Circle The Wagons (CIR:145)
2 Mind Your Numbers (MIY:150)
2 STORY CRAZE (STO:144)
2–4 Azul (AAA:159)
2–4 BEEEEES! (BEE:133)
2–4 Biome Builder (BIO:101)
2–4 Cahoots! (CAH:157)
2–4 Candygrams: The Colorful Crossword   

 Game (CAN:156) 
2–4 Chickapig (CHI:158)
2–4 Clustered (CLU:142)
2–4 Constellations: The Game of Stargazing and  

 the Night Sky (CON:111)
2–4 Einstein: His Amazing Life & Incomparable
 Science (EIT:155)
2–4 Ex Libris (EXB:116)
2–4 Glory (Glo:272)
2–4 ILLIMAT (ILL:106)
2–4 Janken Deck (JAN:163)
2–4 Marble Matrix (MAR:113)
2–4 OK Play (OKP:108)
2–4 Owl Solve That! (OWL:103)
2–4 Photosynthesis (PHO:151)
2–4 Pie Town (PIE:124)
2–4 Pretending to Grownup (PRE:139)
2–4 Proof! (PRO:148)
2–4 Raiders of the North Sea (RAI:100)
2–4 Rewordable (RER:112)
2–4 RIVAL 5 The Number Strategy Game   

 (RIV:105)
2–4 Robots on The Line (ROT:134)
2–4 Rocket Lander (ROC:109)

2–4 Seikatsu (SEI:162)
2–4 Sentient (SEN:125)
2–4 Strawberry Ninja (STW:140)
2–4 Stroop (STR:104)
2–4 The Palace of Mad King Ludwig (THE:123)
2–4 TooT! (TOO:118)
2–4 Unearth (UNE:102)
2–4 Whistle Stop (WHI:121)
4–6 Ancestree (ANC:126)
4–6 BABEL - The Weird Word Game (BAB:137)
4–6 Black Hat (BLA:119)
4–6 Blaze (BAA:114)
4–6 Capital City (CAP:128)
4–6 CHARMS: A Game of Insight (CHA:865)
4–6 Check the Fridge! (CHE:154)
4–6 CrossBlitz (CRO:166)
4–6 Dicey Peaks (DIC:131)
4–6 dittoit! (DIT:165)
4–6 Game Night in a Can (GAN:115)
4–6 Get the MacGuffin (GET:149)
4–6 I Can’t Even with these Monsters (ICA:136)
4–6 Magic Maze (MAG:160)
4–6 Menu Masters (MEN:129)
4–6 Mighty Pig Tug (MIG:167)
4–6 PeltaPeeps (PEL:110)
4–6 ShutterBug (SHU:127)
4–6 Splurt! (SPL:153)
4–6 Truck Off: The Food Truck Frenzy (TRU:117)
4–6 Venture Party (VEN:141)
4–6 Whew! (WAA:120)
4–6 Wordoku - Fun Spelled Out (WOO:130)
6–8 Glory Gears (GLY:143)
6–8 Hintegers (HIN:152)
6–8 Kokoro: Avenue of the Kodama (KOK:135)

No. of  
Players Game

No. of  
Players Game



< 20  BEEEEES! (BEE:133)
< 20  Biome Builder (BIO:101)
< 20  Blaze (BAA:114)
< 20  Candygrams: The Colorful Crossword   

 Game  (CAN:156)
< 20  Check the Fridge! (CHE:154)
< 20  Circle The Wagons (CIR:145)
< 20  dittoit! (DIT:165)
< 20  Get the MacGuffin (GET:149)
< 20  Hintegers (HIN:152)
< 20  Janken Deck (JAN:163)
< 20  Kokoro: Avenue of the Kodama (KOK:135)
< 20  Magic Maze (MAG:160)
< 20  Mighty Pig Tug (MIG:167)
< 20  OK Play (OKP:108)
< 20  Pentaquark (PEN:146)
< 20  Proof! (PRO:148)
< 20  Splurt! (SPL:153)
< 20  Stroop (STR:104)
< 20  TooT! (TOO:118)
< 20  Venture Party (VEN:141)
21-40  Ancestree (ANC:126)
21-40  Azul (AAA:159)
21-40  Cahoots! (CAH:157)
21-40  Capital City (CAP:128)
21-40  Chickapig (CHI:158)
21-40  Clustered (CLU:142)
21-40  Constellations: The Game of Stargazing   

 and the Night Sky (CON:111)
21-40  Einstein: His Amazing Life & Incomparable
 Science (EIT:155)
21-40  I Can’t Even with these Monsters (ICA:136)
21-40  ILLIMAT (ILL:106)
21-40  Marble Matrix (MAR:113)

21-40  Mind Your Numbers (MIY:150)
21-40  Owl Solve That! (OWL:103)
21-40  Pretending to Grownup (PRE:139)
21-40  Rewordable (RER:112)
21-40  RIVAL 5 The Number Strategy Game   

 (RIV:105) 
21-40  Rocket Lander (ROC:109)
21-40  Seikatsu (SEI:162)
21-40  STORY CRAZE (STO:144)
21-40  Strawberry Ninja (STW:140)
21-40  Truck Off: The Food Truck Frenzy (TRU:117)
21-40  Whew! (WAA:120)
41-60  BABEL - The Weird Word Game (BAB:137)
41-60  Black Hat (BLA:119)
41-60  CHARMS: A Game of Insight (CHA:865)
41-60  CrossBlitz (CRO:166)
41-60  Dicey Peaks (DIC:131)
41-60  Ex Libris (EXB:116)
41-60  Glory (Glo:272)
41-60  Menu Masters (MEN:129)
41-60  PeltaPeeps (PEL:110)
41-60  Photosynthesis (PHO:151)
41-60  Robots on The Line (ROT:134)
41-60  Sentient (SEN:125)
41-60  ShutterBug (SHU:127)
41-60  Unearth (UNE:102)
41-60  Wordoku - Fun Spelled Out (WOO:130)
61-90  Castle Attack Chess (CAS:164)
61-90  Game Night in a Can (GAN:115)
61-90  Glory Gears (GLY:143)
61-90  Pie Town (PIE:124)
61-90  Raiders of the North Sea (RAI:100)
61-90  The Palace of Mad King Ludwig (THE:123)
61-90  Whistle Stop (WHI:121) 

INDEX:
Games Playing Time 

 (in minutes)

Playing 
Time Game

Playing 
Time Game



GAME GIVEAWAY LIST

GAME NAME 1 2 3 4 5
Ancestree

Azul

BABEL - The Weird Word Game

BEEEEES!

Biome Builder

Black Hat

Blaze

Cahoots!

Candygrams: The Colorful Cross-
word Game

Capital City

Castle Attack Chess

CHARMS: A Game of Insight

Check the Fridge!

Chickapig

Circle The Wagons

Clustered

Constellations: The Game of Star-
gazing and the Night Sky

CrossBlitz

Dicey Peaks

dittoit!

Einstein: His Amazing Life & Incom-
parable Science

Ex Libris

Game Night in a Can

Get the MacGuffin

Glory

Glory Gears

Hintegers

I Can't Even with these Monsters

ILLIMAT

Janken Deck

Kokoro: Avenue of the Kodama

GAME NAME 1 2 3 4 5
Magic Maze

Marble Matrix

Menu Masters

Mighty Pig Tug

Mind Your Numbers

OK Play

Owl Solve That!

PeltaPeeps

Pentaquark

Photosynthesis

Pie Town

Pretending to Grownup

Proof!

Raiders of the North Sea

Rewordable

RIVAL 5 The Number Strategy Game

Robots on The Line

Rocket Lander

Seikatsu

Sentient

ShutterBug

Splurt!

STORY CRAZE

Strawberry Ninja

Stroop

The Palace of Mad King Ludwig

TooT!

Truck Off: The Food Truck Frenzy

Unearth

Venture Party

Whew!

Whistle Stop

Wordoku - Fun Spelled Out
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